Azure is the answer.
What is the question?
Vuzion - the key to Azure

What is Microsoft Azure?
You know better than anyone that your business
must move with the times. Microsoft is dedicated to
leveraging technology to help organisations grow, and
Azure is a cloud computing platform with integration
and refactoring in mind. It’s not just lift and shift.
By tapping into Microsoft’s platform, you can build
working partnerships with clients and other providers,
so your unique skills and services add real value.
Your customers will have access to a highly credible,
bespoke and scalable service. Your business can
make it your own.
As the fastest growing Azure CSP Indirect Provider
in the UK, we support you as a CSP Reseller, with
technical and sales enablement training, along with
professionally delivered Azure-based services, to
ensure you can derive maximum benefit from the
potential of Microsoft Azure.

Get analytical about the future
Azure’s analytics suite delivers
managed, usable data that you can
offer to grow your clients’ business.

Solve all your data needs
Azure’s hybrid data integration
provides you with an enterprise scale
solution that you can implement no
matter your organisation’s size.

Create intellectual property
Visual Studio is the powerful and
flexible environment for developing
applications in the cloud.

Win at security and compliance
Enable threat detection and
prevention through advanced cloud
security and GDPR compliance.

The possibilities don’t stop there. With Microsoft
Azure there’s so much more available. Including:

AI + Machine Learning
Analytics
Compute
Containers
Databases
Developer Tools
DevOps
Identity
Integration
Internet of Things
Management tools
Media
Microsoft Azure Stack
Migration
Mobile
Networking
Security
Storage
Web hosting

Key business outcomes of
adding Azure to your portfolio
For partners
Increase revenue and profit
With Microsoft adding approximately
120,000 new Azure subscriptions a
month, it’s a growing customer base
for your business.
Why not lower cost of ownership
with pay-as-you-go, while Microsoft
offers incentives for increased Azure
usage with Azure Reserved Instances,
offering up to 80% discounts.
Deliver modern experiences
Azure is open-source friendly,
optimised for hybrid integration
and is the offering that will make you
both agile and future-proof.
Businesses are looking for a smart,
bespoke eco-system to enable them
to cost-effectively manage their IT
and use their data to make smart
choices.
Create your own application bundles
With the Azure Marketplace and
AppSource, there are so many
opportunities for you to create your
own intellectual property with Azure
and offer your customers unique
toolsets to solve their problems.
Integrate the new with the old

For customers
Every business is different. Your
customers want to have choices
when it comes to deploying cloud.
When, where, how much – Azure
is perfect for the hybrid model.
And, businesses are secure every
step of the way with up-to-date
security, backup and compliance.
Reduce Capex
Not only can your customers
enjoy a short time to deployment,
but they won’t have to predict
future usage. Azure is a wastefree service, so they only pay for
what they use, when they use it.
Be thought leaders with
Intelligent Cloud
These days, everyone is looking
to build smart applications
with machine learning,
AI and IoT. With Azure,
your customers can
lead the next
generation of
business.

Why Azure?
Businesses are putting their trust in Azure because:

secure and compliant. Microsoft Azure has better
• It’s
compliance coverage than competitors, with more
than 70 compliance offerings and a contractual
commitment to the requirements of GDPR.

familiar for companies that have built their
• It’s
technology stack on Microsoft technology.
also takes the lead for flexible billing and
• Azure
ease of implementation through the Microsoft
partner programme.

customers can enjoy seamless integration with a
• Your
variety of systems, particularly if they are already using
other Microsoft products, such as Microsoft 365.
With Microsoft Azure:
Develop a strategy for cloud migration,
enhancing your value to customers with a
retained partnership.

Become the eyes and ears for their Azure
cloud (and hybrid cloud) environments.

Support your customers through their
governance needs, capacity planning and
execution, as well as additional services.

End of support - we’ve got you covered
Windows Server 2008
14 January 2020
SQL Server 2008
9 July 2019
Migrate your Windows Server and SQL Server
applications to Azure for:

•
•
•

Accelerated innovation
Reduced infrastructure costs
Improved security and compliance

What does Vuzion bring
to the table?
24/7 support
Helping you all the way, everyday
20+ years
Experienced to help you in the cloud
Delivering ROI
Highest Office 365 adoption
Connected partners
Working together to deliver business success
Cloud competent
More accreditations and competencies than
other providers
A business of firsts
Our innovation, creates additional IP for you
Direct experience
We know about customer challenges
Going the extra mile
Over 90% would recommend Vuzion to others
Human touch
Keeping our team happy, keeps you happy
with a consistent service
Growing together
The fastest growing Azure provider
Winning together
Our awards are because of the work we do
together
Vuzion goes beyond cloud licensing. Building a
partnership with Vuzion helps you build your business.

Successfully launch Azure
solutions with Vuzion
Grow with Azure
Looking for a chance to provide your customers with
unlimited opportunities for growth, scalability and
collaboration? Microsoft Azure is the expansion engine.
And, Vuzion is the key to getting started as soon as
possible, so your customers will see the benefits, today.

80% of Microsoft Partners
don’t offer Azure services
Vuzion is your key to unlocking
the power of Azure.
Vuzion’s Azure services
Aware that building Azure expertise takes
time, while adding Azure offerings to your
existing portfolio can be a challenge, Vuzion’s
Azure services help bridge any capability and
capacity gaps, helping you to take advantage
of the opportunity.
Azure - transforming your business for tomorrow
Cloud discovery

Identity & Access
Management

Infrastructure
Modernisation

Database
Modernisation

Virtual
Desktop

Cloud
Backup

Disaster
Recovery

Managed services and support

How can Vuzion help you
win and keep more business?
As Microsoft’s fastest growing Azure Indirect CSP
Provider we have a proven expertise to help you drive
profitable solutions based on Microsoft Azure.
Vuzion’s CSP services for partners are delivered through
four key pillars:

The next generation control panel, marketplace
and eCommerce platform, CORE streamlines the
provisioning and billing of services enabling you to
deliver the best service to your customers.

The training and enablement programme, EDGE
focusses on knowledge and capability development
ensuring your teams have the skills needed to take
advantage of the cloud opportunity.

Take advantage of the best cloud expertise
and support in the business, with PRO presales support, customer discovery workshops,
solution design, technical troubleshooting and
managed support.

Go-to-market with confidence, GROW provides
marketing and sales support from sales collateral,
marketing campaigns-in-a-box, partner to
partner connect, webinar and event support.

What’s next?
If you’re interested in partnering with Vuzion or you
just want to learn more about how your business
can benefit with Microsoft Azure, then don’t
hesitate to get in touch with our team, today.

0333 009 5939
partners@vuzion.cloud
www.vuzion.cloud/azure

The Azure Deal
Visualise the power of Azure with
‘The Azure Deal’. Demonstrate the power,
breadth and depth of the Azure platform
with our 132 playing cards, illustrating
each of the Azure components.

Gold Cloud Platform
Gold Cloud Productivity
Gold Small & Midmarket Cloud Solutions
Gold Communications
Gold Messaging
Gold Datacentre

